33 Sue’s Blues with Catherine
Butterworth – Tues 18
Website www.catherinebutterworth.com.au
Size: approx 2 m x 2 m (78” x 78”)
The classic kaleidoscope quilt layout gives the
illusion of curves and circles yet the blocks are
machine stitched with straight seams! With
only two different shapes to cut, the
kaleidoscope block is ideally suited for scrappy
quilts. Not keen on scrappy quilts? Choose the
two fabric option of one light and one dark
fabric. Once you have mastered the
techniques for cutting and stitching this
versatile block, the design possibilities are
endless. Marti Michell’s multi-sized Kaleido
ruler #8642 (approx. $32) is required for this
workshop. This ruler cuts blocks from 6”–16”.
Simply choose the block size that best suits
your project. Suitable for all skill levels.

34 Painting & Creative Embroidery with Saffron Craig - Tues 18
Website - saffroncraig.com
Size: 88cms x 39cms (34½” x 15”)
In this hand painting on fabric workshop you will learn about colour and how
to mix colours from specialty inks. You will learn three techniques for hand
painting onto cloth. In the afternoon Saffron will demonstrate hand
embroidery for you to explore sketching with thread. You can then sew your
unique fabric into a wonderful clutch/bag or small cushion, or even bind a
book with your fabric. This is a fun and relaxing class and you will find yourself
being very creative. A kit will be available at a cost of $35, and it includes inks
and one metre of linen fabric.

35 Squedge with Heather Ford – Tues 18
Size: Workshop sample runner measures 140 cm x 50 cm
(56” x 20”)
Have fun playing with a stripe fabric
and construct eye popping squedge
blocks to make a runner or, you
could use a floral or all over
fabric and still make great blocks.
What is a squedge you ask? A
square made up of wedges. In this
workshop, we will use Cheryl
Phillips’ 22.5° squedge ruler. Learn
all you need to know to make lots
of different blocks (patterns will be provided) to enable you to make other projects. The tutor will have samples of
quilts made from multiple blocks. Basic cutting and machine piecing skills required. Purchase of the 22.5° squedge
ruler is also required.
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